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The problem with passwords, hashing and salt

User: alice
Password: qwerty

Hash("123456" + "6Jda0")
Hash("password" + "6Jda0")
Hash("qwerty" + "6Jda0")
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\[ X = xG \text{ and } T = wM + X \]

The value of \( T \) is sent to Bob. Bob also creates \( w \), and picks a random number \( (y) \) from 0 to \( p \) (a prime number). He then calculates:

\[ Y = yG \text{ and } S = wN + Y \]

Bob sends the value of \( Y \) to Alice.

Alice calculates \( K(Alice) = x(S - wN) \), and Bob calculates \( K(Bob) = y(T - wM) \). These values are basically:

\[ K(Bob) = x(S - wN) = x(wN + Y - wN) = xy = xyG \]
\[ K(Alice) = y(T - wM) = y(wM + X - wN) = yX = xyG \]
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$K = \text{PasswordHash}($password$,$salt2$)$

$C = \text{Encrypt}(K, \text{client secret key} \mid \text{server’s public key})$
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